
 "China-FLP-notice" 
Subject: FORElGiN LANGUAGES PRESS - message 

From: Susan Neuhart ( American)  
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DATE: 9-21-2021 : TO:  FORElGiN LANGUAGES PRESS  

  > https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_Languages_Press  ,  http://www.flp.com.cn/   

 

Dear Foreign Language Press Editors & Staffers, 

  I hope this message finds you well. 

 

My name is Susan Neuhart. I am a retired American. 

When I did perform paid work, I was a "Software 

Engineering Technical Writer".  What we typically 

do - is prepare "End User Manuals" -for "users" of 

products. This is all explained on my personal web 

site. ( http://hansandcassady.org/  ) 

The purpose of my web site - is to entertain (myself) 

and inform my large family - and acquaintances. I 

am child number 5 - of the 7 children my mother & 

father created. 
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I do not sell anything - on my personal web site. 

  I am married 39+ years - to the Science artist Hans 

Neuhart. 

 [ https://www.sciencevectorart.com/  ]  Hans is 

younger - than me - but, retiring also. We met in 

1982 and married in 1983. His family - did not 

(initially) approve of me - as, I had been married 

previously and did have a nine-year-old girl - 

already. I was also - skinny; whereas, his brothers 

had married 'fat' girls.  His family raised champion 

"race horses" - in Southeastern Ohio. 

My purpose in contacting you - is to inform you 

[that] I have obtained the "full text" of Xi Jinping's 

document: 

" The Governance Of China Volume 1" - and, I am 

"shredding" it - for persons who care to view it (in 

html format).  

It will be available on my web site eventually. I will 

not charge any amount - for the html "shred" 

presentation. I do this - for personal entertainment. 

https://www.sciencevectorart.com/


I take pride in being thorough - so, it will be some 

time - before it is ready for viewing. 

"Shredding" is a new use - of an old word - in 

English - [that] I invented. It means (to me) a careful 

reading of the words - and phrases - in a document - 

literally "engaging with it" AND hyperlinking the 

content - as needed - to understand and reflect on 

the Author's purposes. I performed this on a work 

by Martin Luther King Jr. "Why We Can't Wait":  

https://hansandcassady.org/WhyWEcannot-Wait-

by-Martin-Luther-King-JR.html   

As I clarify, I grew up - in the "inner" areas - of a 

large American City - during 1954-1972 - so, we 

have many experiences in common. However, 

because I am a "white" American - I may have had 

opportunities - that many "black" Americans - were 

not given.  - Viewing the page - that I prepared - for 

Dr. King's work - will give you an idea of my 

intentions.  
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Similarly, I have been a "co-worker" with Chinese 

people - in "high-tech" venues - all over the United 

States; but, because - I did not "grow-up" with 

Chinese people - I anticipate [that] I will have 

questions - unlike, my Dr. King experience. Which, 

you (as a "Publisher") may find my questions useful. 

That is, IF, part of the goal - of the writing and 

publishing of the Xi JinPing work - is to inform 

"average Americans". Our financial success - is 

primarily related to my husband's - artistic talents - 

but, otherwise - we are [I am] an "average" 

American. 

For example - during the very early days - of my 

employment with "SIGRITY" - a group conversation 

occurred - in which - I explained [that] my mother - 

would give me a shovel - and instruct me to "... dig 

to China ...". This comment made my Asian co-

workers laugh - and relate: "...When we were young 

- we could not understand - why, you guys didn't 

fall off... ''. This made me giggle. I enjoyed my 

employment - with SIGRITY - very much! I could not 

have succeeded - at my well-paid task - without the 



great patience - of my co-workers - to "explain" - 

the purposes and uses of the sophisticated software 

product's features. After I left - it was reported - in 

the US News - the owner sold the "product" - to 

another US Company - for $82 Million US dollars - 

circa 2010. 

 

 I look forward to hearing from you!  

 

Sincerely - Susan 

 

NOTE: You may reply - by email - but, be aware - 

Americans are cautioned NOT to "click on any links" 

- contained in emails - from China - or Russia. 

[end] 


